IAE FRANCE is the largest network of Management Schools in France with 35 University Schools of Management and 52,000 students. They offer more than 30 degrees in all fields of Management from Bachelor to PhD. Created in 1955, they are linked to 35 research laboratories including 10 associated to CNRS. IAE are offering academic excellence, all IAE schools are accredited by Qualicert and some of them benefit from international accreditations (EQUIS, EPAS, AMBA). More informations: www.iae-france.fr/en

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY

◆ RESEARCH
35 research laboratories including 10 associated to CNRS.

◆ STRENGTHS
1. Academic excellence
State recognized degrees Qualicert and prestigious international accreditations (EQUIS, EPAS, AMBA)
2. Research centers
35 research laboratories Including 10 associated to CNRS
3. Close corporate connections
Excellent job placement rates
Programs designed with businesses for businesses
4. International identity
Active network of 1400 first-level international partners
Student and faculty mobility, double-degree, short programs, off-shore programs
5. Student services
French as a foreign language courses
Campuses in French city centers

◆ LOCATION
Our 35 schools are located all over the French territory:
Angers - Aix-en-Provence - Arques - Annecy (Savoie Mont-Blanc) - Bordeaux - Brest - Caen
Clermont-Ferrand - Corte - Dijon - Grenoble - La Réunion - La Rochelle - Lille - Limoges - Lyon
Metz - Montpellier - Nancy - Nantes - Nice
Orléans - Paris - Paris Est (Gustave Eiffel)
Pau-Bayonne - Perpignan - Poitiers - Rennes
Rouen - Strasbourg - Toulon - Toulouse - Tours - Valenciennes - Versailles

◆ Identity Form
Precise name of the institution
IAE FRANCE, Écoles Universitaires de Management
Type of institution
IAE FRANCE is a network of 35 Schools of Management located within French Universities. All IAE Schools of Management offer a range of courses covering all fields of Management, some of them taught in English, and deliver Bachelor's, Master's and PhD degrees accredited by the French Government.

◆ Number of students
52 000
◆ Percentage or number of international students
7 600
◆ Type and level of qualifications awarded
Bachelor's - Master's - MBA's - PhD degrees - DU accredited by French Government.
◆ French language courses
Yes
◆ Programs for international students
Yes
◆ Programs in English
Yes - More than 100 English programs
◆ Postal address
8 bis rue de la Croix Jarry - 75 013 Paris - FRANCE

http://www.iae-france.fr/en/